There’s plenty of help on many Blackboard Vista topics that you’ll find right within Vista. Here are just a few of the resources available.

All instructors have access to the Blackboard Vista course: **Blackboard Vista Orientation and Faculty Resources - BBVista**

Within this course, among other resources, you’ll find “Blackboard Vista Documents and Tutorials”, a collection of training manuals, documents, and animated tutorials that cover most aspects of Blackboard Vista.

You’ll also find links to Vista tech support, information on applications such as Respondus, pedological strategies, as well as a faculty blog.

As with previous versions of Vista, from anywhere in any section site, click on “Help” in the upper right-hand corner of the window to access information on the appropriate topic. For example, if you go to Help from the Gradebook, you’ll find information pertaining to the Gradebook.

This feature is also available to students.

There’s more help for your students in the **MCC Vista Student Orientation** course. Tell them to look for this on their My Blackboard page.

(This site is not accessible by faculty.)